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An Addendum to the Preface
of a Twenty Volume Suicide Note

by Justin Walker
“I” ever presupposed.
“Lately, I’ve become accustomed to
the way the ground opens up and envelops me...”
Perhaps the most fundamental of
philosophical questions are: what is
real and what not? what is not understood, and what understanding?
what does our conception of reality
go without? beg? squander? mortgage or ransom in the concessions
we make to the other?
and where do we exist? amidst the
nebula of being and becoming, being becoming? amidst the great sway
and tug and hold of connections
bonding—particulars and instances
stretching out in their multiplicity, between and through the greater spheres and their concomitant
realms of being/becoming?
what knowledge have we of this on
our daily march,
the intricate and multitudinous nature of our larger reality?
what affect does this knowledge or
lack thereof compel within us?
do our eyes meet the other, crouched
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in the corner beneath the stone weight
of their mortality? or do our ears meet
the sound of the innocent as they rise up
in their agony to plead for our mercy?
and what then of mortality and mercy?
and why march and not dance walking
relaxed through the clear dawn air? or
through the leveling dusk of our day, as
the case may be...
I long for something lost, yet
was it ever truly found? ever absent?
My longing says “something is missing,” or “something is forgotten;”
that what has been forgotten is my
birthright, a thing never known, only
practiced.
Into the moment I was born through
“stasis in darkness, then the substanceless blue por and tor of distances” and
then slowly, as my body adapted in
time
I learned to live quickly and desire
much that would not quench my longing.
I learned to live more quickly as my
longings full surcease lay unrealized.
To it my eyes did eventually wander,
and to its ease my mind’s eye did ponder.

suffering of others for pity, or greed’s
easy hunger--the price of abdicating to disease—
where pride is practiced as a virtue,
and where the pains of past and present are worn like costly ribbons
prized for their ability to imply honor
and adorn imperfections;
there the child hid.
While adrift, I encountered
myself
and others who, like
myself, sought to remember.
Together we, at first silently in our slumber,
and then shouting
ecstatically with the
knowledge of that
which encumbered,
grew in our suspicion that there was
something which
needed to be remembered.
Our mantra became: as
I know is as I know, and though I
know that some of what others know
is contrary to some of what I know,
and that some of what I have and will
know will be contrary to,
to what I now know, and that knowing, while being inextricably bound
up in particular relativity,
is nevertheless, particularly relevant
and revelatory;
and that all in all it is mainly confused
and fragmentary and dreamy fancies


“Balancing” Ink Drawing by Virag White Design Editor

I was born myself and then I began to
learn the ways of others.
During my learning I lost myself in
their lessons,
in their objects of desire, in their
words and ways of wording,
and their ways took priority leading
me through my identifying.
While I identified with their identities
I remained a parcel to the effigy they
and I cooperatively created. Adrift in
a sea of reasonless reasons, not questioning but stating,
not looking but sleeping, I wore the
effigy that I, ignorantly affirming,
threw before my outward
projecting.
I had forgotten myself in its designing
and knew not that
in its destruction lay
my redemption.
Through others I first
gleamed its reflection,
and, striking out at what
I saw there, I strove to shatter the
mirror that had become such a part
of me.
But the mirror was not made of glass
or of water,
but a mist of mis and pre-conceptions
which surrounded me;
the mist, neither truly vapor or smoke,
but dreams, kept safe the child who
would slumber.
Alone in a world of wastefulness and
scorn, where norms are norms,
and petulant peoples play off of the
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and if that be knowledge of the nature
of the union tween the thing that seeks
and the thing seeked, then all the more
blessed will I be.
Or maybe as I see fit is not but nothing
and dribble, and blessedness is a non-

“Forgotten” Photography by Virag White Design Editor

more than empirical inquiries (empirical how!), none the less, what I
know is what I know;
and though I get only partial pictures
and portraits, nuances and gleanings
of a purported
whole, which
is to be me,
but never the
whole which,
even I purport
to be me, still
those partial
pictures somehow apply to
that purported
me…
and my project has been
to sort these
shards into a
workable form
so I can get
at them with
some sense of
the order in
them and then
return them
to their beginning form,
and if their beginning form was
formless in any capturable sense and
my task now is to invent for them a
new form as I see fit, then to work
out what fit can best equip all in all
with each and each
so as to reach my peak of perfection;

non-non entreaty;
again, so sorry myself says to myself, we
wanted to remain the same but found
that we turn and turn again and again
“each time with no less pain.”
Weakly we ramble and mutter “the
lamp light sputtered...more distant and

more solemn than a fading star…”
And why so dissatisfied I ask myself?
Why must this always be for another?
Why must their interpretations always
posthumously interfere?
and is this but an illusionary grumbling
that I, halfhearted and stumbling,
wriggle through?
and why does this always digress into a
series of questions:
an interrogation which seems to seek
a fortification too loosely abstract and
wondrous to be of any use to me or
them? and why digress, and not re, or
pro, or con-gress?
Ribbons weakly washing back and forth
across an intrepid view of unreality;

weathered ribbons, torn and tattered, trailing tenuous tendrils, twirling and twisting,
and twirls twining thread through
thread tightly turning and trembling;
then tugging and jolting, jarred shattered cracks and peels, flouncing
so same insipid re-namings, and
calmed, wades weightless through
sauntered strangeness, scrawling inundated script in nonsequential cipher, splayed stringently scriven over
staid presuppositions, and walking,
stops; and finds itself both where it
began and where it never was...catching up to itself in the moment
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Poem in Which I defend My Dislike of Vampire Novels

LYNN

by Kilpatrick

Folio Advisor

M

aybe I don’t like vampire novels because I’m afraid of needles,
or maybe it’s because I don’t like blood or the idea of holes
in my neck, or anyone else’s for that matter, and maybe I don’t like
vampire novels because, generally, they read as if they were written
by vampires, in the dark, in rooms cramped as coffins, with little or no
sunlight, no happiness, no hope for a life free from black clothing
and steak tartar, and I don’t have anything against the Goth look, in fact
I like black, but the prose! Those novels are written as if
it’s enough just to have the vampire there, he’s a vampire! or she’s a vampire!
but in any case there’s a vampire! and that’s it, the end of originality.
A friend wrote a vampire novel, but it wasn’t scary, in fact, I think it was comedy,
and all I remember was that the vampire worked in catering or played tape ball,
and that seems like the only valid use of a vampire in fiction, if he’s not, primarily,
doing vampire stuff, like stalking girls who are pale to begin with, or biting
women’s necks and draining them of blood, which seems unrealistic, frankly, given the
sheer volume of blood in even one single person, and I don’t like that vampires
are so much like mosquitoes, which, to my knowledge, no one has ever written a novel
about, why can’t mosquitoes be main characters? They like to suck blood and they
hang around at night, in the dark, being annoying in much the fashion of vampires.
Where’s the novel about a mosquito who falls in love or the mosquito who can’t die
but instead breeds in the dank water of Okefenokee and falls in love only to kill the
one he loves (perhaps with malaria)? It’s a story we’ve heard before, the vampire
plot. John Gardner said there are only two stories: someone goes on a journey or a
stranger comes to town. Most vampire novels are both, as in a vampire
(the ur-stranger) comes to town and then everyone goes on a journey. But aren’t vampire novels
about our fear of the body? Aren’t vampires just another metaphor for death and
sex and the unknown? I’ve seen the vampires, and I’ll tell you,
I’ll take my chances with death and the unknown.
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“Amalia” Digital Illustration by Catherine Davis

by

Joe Gallegos

Orange turns to purple as the
sun goes down
daylight fading into
the realm of night
a sliver in the blue-black sky
casting just enough light
to guide me
A slight breeze
and luna
scythes through the clouds
while I become a silhouette
thousands below me
whispering to each other
before sinking
motionlessly
into the sea of tranquility

F ox - trot
by

Drawing by Justin Walker Literary Editor

L una

Joe Gallegos

numberlessly many
times i have been
afraid
to make
mistakes
while dancing
on my toes
with
or without
a partner
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W ords

by

Joe Gallegos

a thousand thoughts
each an oblique ray
draw from my imagination
to penetrate and pulsate
millions of atoms
that come together
to form and shape words
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F rom A far
by

Gary H. Howard

I saw a bright star beckoning through a tree
“This way, not to worry. The laws of love and death
are suspended.
Into beauty must go the dreams of men
And the women they love
Held close by time, and space, and then by nothing.”
You who believed in loss
You who held darkness away from me
And crushed death in your fingers
We drank from the veins of leaves
Each branch carrying our souls
As we walked naked among them
First up one hill, then down another
Along a route first traversed in memory.
Could we have dreamed our fate? Or it us?
When, if ever, did we exist?
Why must it matter?
Only the light along this branch may know for sure
Truth from illusion.
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“River” Photography by Jeffrey McGrath

Emotional Text Box
Becky Larsen
This love is an illusion;
a hallucination of desire.
Blink;
GONE.
Loved then forgotten.
Used and washed away.
In your arms, yet all alone.

“Flowers” Photography by Becky Larsen

by
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“Trail” Photography by Jeffrey McGrath

A time for all
by

Water Wounds
by Jacob Christensen

Sarah Justice

Autumn wind, I hear you sing.
Do you sing just for me?
Little bird, you fly south
to seek the warmer breeze.
Flowers fade to step aside
for amber, red and gold;
a time of change, of new beginnings,
a time for the young and old.
Summer has left us all behind,
it left without a care;
but Autumn has come with it’s
comforting embrace,
it’s a time for all to share.

I write from far away
because that’s where I love you
under hot bright lights
I sweat like a mandolin
like a new mother
the father far away
always away
the pain in my muscles will
give me new words
and new uses for old ones
while the sky opens up to
let water and wounds
fall
you look pretty when I’m dead
you look pretty
19

Q uisiera
Quisiera congelar tal vez,
todo este tiempo vivido
y plasmarlo sobre un fino lienzo
de colores cálidos, tenues
y ... ¿porqué no?
colores de un mágico y dulce espejismo.
Quisiera después de plasmarlo
poder yo guardarlo
Pero ¡no en el olvido!
Tenerlo en un pequeño cofre,
rodeado de joyas y sueños prohibidos...
y... Quisiera en las noches llenas
de magia exitante, de amor escondido,
sacar mi arco iris en lienzo,
y alcanzar el climax...
¡pero hacerlo contigo!
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“Chair at Temple Mt” Photography by Nicholas Meinzer

Javier Campos

E xilio

Javier Campos

Tengo un dolor en el alma,
siento un inmenso vacío
confusa me embarga la pena
de este mi más cruel exilio.

Navegaré hacia tierras lejanas
y en cada nube veré
los sueños que un día tejimos
los mismos que hoy dejaré.

Empero ha llegado la hora,
mi barca de ti zarpará
en viento de grises recuerdos
la vela del llanto izará.

La mar será a cada instante
mi única y fiel compañera
de día en reposo inquietante,
de noche... en sombría quimera.
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C onfederate W indows

G

rowing up, Mama had always
told me, “Your daddy is real
special. His eyes will tell you these
things when they change colors…”
Hearing this enchantment I began
to adore him with the proper dedication of an only child.
I would watch from the windows (of the house he raised bare-fisted) to see him striding home at dusk;
dust preceding him as he picked his
way up the hill. Mama let me look on
each evening I finished my chores on
time. I hurried through my tasks to
earn the privilege. He weaved such
a careful path. I could, to this day,
mark every step, every place a bead
of sweat dropped from his brow, and
every swing of his field tools.
With age I have found that
childhood always ends suddenly.
Mine did when my daddy left us as a
changed man. The sides of his newly
gray eyes seemed to collapse inward
as he awaited his call to duty. When
the summons was finally made, fiery speckles in a light band guarded
the windows to his thoughts. In the
doorway of his departure he took my
young and unsympathetic chin in his
corn-worn hand and said, “Honey
you know well as I; I can’t let no
Yank so much as see you. Don’t be
sore.” With that, his gun was shoul22

by Katie Tilou

dered, his standard issue blue cap was
lowered, and his eyes were whisked
away to war.
Years took our time away.
Mama grew bone thin and lost her
warmth. The cotton shriveled and the
seasons turned out no crop, no food.
The only sibling I would have had retreated forever into Mama’s tummy.
But the locals would always say, “We
are winning; We Confederates are
winning the war!” I believed them and
let my voice join the villagers. That is,
until daddy stopped writing. In my exasperation I thought that I surely could
not be a winning Confederate; all I felt
was loss.
For two years I abandoned my
post at the front windows. I instead
scrambled to keep the house, yield
some crop, and coax the barnyard animals to fight for life alongside me. My
cousins packed into my house and the
tension for survival was lowered into
a numb, apprehensive, state of being.
We went through the motions of life
only for the sake of upholding dignity.
I remained persistent only in a fantasy
that my daddy would be proud enough
of my courage to march on home. I
could picture it better than anything.
Everyone reaches a point in
their life when they come to realize
that nothing can remain unchanged.

One day, when November kneeled
to the grip of December, I saw something else.
In the drudge of my heart-sick
delusions, the curtains were drawn.
Daddy’s windows went blank. I and
the Carolinas sit rested while he is
forever trudging homeward from
where there are no windows to look
through. All that lingers is the empty
promise of song set to memory by
Mama’s low, trodden voice; “Mine
eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord; He is trampling out
the vintage where the grapes of wrath
are stored… His truth is marching
on.” He never makes it.

“Wall of Ivy” Photography by Renate Wood

I was never one to say that all is lost,
but it was. My cousins picked up my
slack as I took a permanent seat by
those beckoning front windows. They
did not dare to criticize, or maybe they
just could not muster up enough spirit
to acknowledge my silent, weary rebellion of a world we cannot change.
With soft outrage my body
molded to a rocking chair in dreary
view of the road. Eventually Mama
joined me. Side by side we waited. It
was not a matter of patience, but rather
complete submission. I dreamed of
Daddy’s eyes changing colors.
Winter ate up a southland that
was once worth fighting for. In an iris’
ice his presence became judgmental and
unforgiving. Daddy’s
will bent. Blue trickled
into the green of spring.
The fields blushed with
color, but their promises remained invalid.
Flickering, his eyes
once more shifted.
This time was harsher,
bringing the wavering heat of smoldering
summer. Finally, autumn appeared with
the falling of foliage
and the falling of our
men. My mind singed
under his angry orange
and burnt brown eyes.
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T he O ther S ide of L ike
by

Art Canales

It first starts out small
Like a grain of sand
You become acquaintances
Make small talk
About the weather and such.
Then it starts to grow
It becomes a pebble
And then you begin to notice
The funny way his ear is shaped
But you pass it off as a silly observation
And smile when he tells a bad joke.
The pebble becomes a rock
And then you start to tell each other
Your wishes and dreams
And then you start to notice
The unique color of his eyes
But you swat that thought
Like a buzzing fly
And hide it in the back of your head.
Weeks pass and the rock grows twice in size
You start to notice how nice he smells
How clever and eloquent he is
And how similar he is to you.
Then it hits you
The rock becomes a boulder perched on a cliff
You slap palm-to-head and realize
You’ve fallen for him.
Whenever he makes that sound you like so much
You are reduced to a liquid
Whenever he asks what time it is
Your stomach is in knots.
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Inside your head it becomes a colony of bees
He is in and out of your thought process
You’re wondering what he is doing that very moment
And when you will see him again
Then you start to ask yourself
Does he think of me the same way.
You decide to wear
That number that you kept in the back of your closet
For a special occasion
Just for him
To test him out.
The next day
You are feeling wonderful
The birds are singing your song
As you carefully glide to where he is sitting.
He is reading a book
You notice the title and you take a mental note
To check it out at the library.
The conversation turns to politics
And while you try to weave out of the topic
So he won’t notice how ill-educated you are about the
subject
He starts a speech on the nature of the economy
And you’re wondering why he doesn’t notice
That little firecracker that you have on.
Later on when you’re on the bus
A man asks for your phone number
But he is old enough to be your father
And you decline politely
And get off the next stop because he’s making you
Uncomfortable.
25

Weeks turn to months
Your head becomes so heavy with bees and ants and
Every other known creature imaginable
You don’t want to play any more games
You blurt out your feeling to him one night
When you had one too many to drink and you start to
hiccup
And taste the bile rising in the back of your throat.
He says to you that you are a good person
That you’re very beautiful
And smart
And very…
Very…punctual (yes he really said that)
But you and him…
Are better off as friends.
So then
You smile a smile at him that means
I-knew-this-was-going-to-happen
And-I-did-this-to-myself-again
So-this-is-for-me-thinking-it-was-going-to-be-different.
But he doesn’t notice
Because he’s staring at someone else
Who has on that special piece they hide
In the back of their closet for that special occasion.
And the boulder that both of you created
Falls down from the edge of the cliff
And breaks into a million pieces
They turn into rocks
The wind blows the rocks into pebbles
And the water erodes the pebbles into fine sand
Into a small grain of sand.
Your heart slides to the palms of your hands
And you throw it into the ocean
And you wish it will remain there
Since you are done with these emotions.
26

“Captivating Captive” Artwork by Autum Sienk

Then you notice someone
Sitting in a table without shade
Reading a book and sipping a cappuccino
You notice the title (like you always do)
And you slither to an empty seat by the table
You tell him you’ve read the book before
And it was good.
He smiles and you notice how perfect his smile is
And inside your head
You are in a row boat
With a fishing road
Trying to catch your heart
And start the process all over again
(It’s a never ending cycle).
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C heers
by

Caitlin Hoffman

Fill me in,
this naked body of mine.
My heart still beats red
blood through the hole
in my side.
My body of dirt, of sin—
fill me in.
Make me whole.
Your heart beats
still I’m told.
Your gaze separates
this water from wine.
Here’s to you.
I’ll drink to this sorrow.
Swallow this—
derangement of function—
our mouths
full of cool,
		
wet,
			
lies.
“Bharatayudha” Painting by Ahmad Faiz
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H ot tea ,
C ool T ears ,
A nd D ark K isses
by Caitlin Hoffman

I drink the hot fluid
tea
warm enough to thaw
my icicle fingers,
but baby, I’m so cold inside.
Last night’s talk
still cuts
bites
harrows my heart.

Another sip—
creamy, dark, smooth…
like our hot kisses
used to be…
still could be…
My eyes burn—
the only warm spot
on my body—
eyes that see everyone
and care for nothing…
except hot tea…
and dark kisses.
“Great Kurawa” Painting by Ahmad Faiz

Baby, it’s so cold outside.
the wind cuts
bites
like the apathetic passersby—
They don’t see my tears.
They don’t know I cry.

29

M other ’ s H ouse

I

by Jenni Todd

missed the funeral. I blamed work and was two days late, but my
sister knew it was just an excuse. After tipping the cab driver a $20, I
reached to secure the belt of my camel trench, and slowly turned to look
at the house. It towered over me like a tremendous gray shadow. Its dark
shutters hung next to sorry windows, and against the faded and chipped
paint of the siding, they looked like two black eyes. I gathered my bags,
picked up my courage, and made my way to the ripped screen door.
Inside, my brother Anthony was crumpled on the couch, his face
emotionless, his eyes swollen and red. Dishes clanged in the kitchen as my
sister mumbled to herself. Her husband sat across from Anthony watching
TV. His fingers were rough, and black in the cracks from motor oil; he was
sipping something, most likely cheap whiskey, from a faded green plastic
tumbler.
“Hey,” he said. “You made it.”
I have always liked my sister’s husband, an all around good guy; he
had been the one to marry my sister when she found out she was pregnant,
even when he knew he wasn’t the father.
We spent the evening in an awkward retelling of edited childhood
memories and finally I was left alone. I reached for a tumbler from the
kitchen cabinet and saw my reflection in the glass. I was taller now, if not
for my heels. Definitely more mature. My hair was twisted into a French
knot on my crown, but small brown tendrils had fallen and were hanging
gently against my round face. I felt so much older. The house had always
made me uncomfortable, more so as I faced the daunting task ahead of
me.
I felt like an intruder as I reached into the freezer for a few clear
cubes of ice. They clinked as I dropped them into the short glass and
cracked as I drowned them in vodka, tonic water and a squeeze of lime.
That was her drink; how appropriate, I thought.
I had been left to clean out mother’s personal belongings so we
could sell the house and I was dreading it. It’s why I was late. I kept hoping
my sister would volunteer, due to my feigned incompetence, but my sister
was never one to be pushed into doing anything. They had responsibilities
and had to get back to the city.
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My brother Anthony was due back at college on Monday.
I had always been the one who was trying to keep things just right for
mother, so I was the one left to clean the house.
I stood and surveyed the job ahead of me. I realized that after all
this time, the thought of her was still like a raw nerve, and I felt like a child
afraid to touch her things. Scared to make a dead woman angry, I chuckled nervously and then remembered why I was here.
At first, I went through things furiously. Working rapidly as I
could, I only took breaks to swig the strong, limey vodka and to head to
the kitchen for a refill. I quickly made work of sixty years of cheap fashion
jewelry, big ‘50 s pins, rhinestoned and enameled, bold flowers and birds
and long strings of bright, plastic beads. They were the kind of things you
would find in a small see-thru grab bag at the thrift store. But they were my
mother’s treasures, a careful collection she had long cherished. And here I
was, throwing them into an enormous, black plastic bag, as if every article
of hers I trashed paid me back for each evil thing my mother did to me.
I finished her closet and headed towards the bathroom; on the way
I grabbed another black bag.
Twenty years of her lotions, perfume and cosmetics cluttered the
counter. I picked up a faded perfume bottle and sprayed. The small nozzle
misted the immediate space with the smell of rose hips, lavender and sandalwood. The scent drifted through my nose until I could taste it in the
back of my throat. I choked a little. I laughed, waved the air, and promptly
filled another black bag.
I reached for a drawer and pulled it open and from the back rolled
the silver tube. It was engraved with a rose. I looked around, as if to ensure
no one was watching me, and I gingerly pulled off the cap.
The crimson lipstick inside was almost gone.
I told myself she probably kept it because of the pretty case; but
I knew she kept it to remember, to laugh at me. I stole it once; God’ I
couldn’t have been more than 14.
Shelly’s dad gave us a ride to the bowling alley, and standing at
the mirror in the small bathroom, she showed me how to rat my hair. I
reached into my pocket and pulled out the lipstick. I watched as my fingers
trembled to remove the cap. I slowly turned the tube until the shiny, blood
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red cylinder appeared. I examined the lipstick, the tip was slanted and the
color was deep; it had a waxy but sweet smell. I leaned forward toward the
mirror with pursed lips and applied the rich stain.
Piling out of the bathroom, painted and primped, the scent of hot,
buttered popcorn began to lift me. Every step I took felt lighter until it felt
like I was floating just above the surface of the floor. I headed toward the
snack bar.
All at once something hit me from behind.
It seemed like forever before my eyes could focus. It was her.
Mother found me and now she had me. One look at my scandalous red
lips and Mother wiped the lipstick off my face with another crisp, stinging
slap. The burning in her eyes told me what she had in store for me wouldn’t
wait for home, and she continued the onslaught all the way to the car.
I stood in mother’s house, looking at the trinkets and treasures she
had collected over the years, now bagged like ordinary trash on the floor.
Old photos, framed and dusty, stood next to the bottles of medicine she
had used to ease her final suffering. She didn’t deserve any relief, I thought,
and I swept the pills into the wastebasket. As I sat on the faded bedspread,
the springs squeaked under the weight of my body and I studied the polished silver tube in my hand.
I finished my job that night. In the morning, my sister came to get
boxes for Goodwill. “There aren’t any,” I said flatly, and she didn’t ask why.
Silently, she picked up one of the large black trash bags I had piled on the
wraparound porch of Mother’s faded, gray castle, and headed towards the
curb. As I watched her walk away, I slipped my hand in the pocket of my
trench, and I held it in my hand. It was that same silver cylinder. It was
hers, but now, after all this time, it is mine.
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“Louise” Digital Painting by Catherine Davis

O regon C oast
by

Suzanne Topp

alone
darkness
my heart pounds
faster
lightness
I float towards the water
heaviness
impressions in the sand
sun on my face
grains of sand riding with the wind
sweep across my face
together
we turn our faces upward
our kite dances with the clouds across the sky
feel
reality is gone
feel
He is here
warmth
surrounds my skin
tears
met by his fingertips
my body
swallowed by his embrace
joy
slower
my heart pounds
darkness
alone
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“Beach” Photography by Austin Thorup

“Bridge” Photography by Jeffrey McGrath
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E ngagement

by Gary H. Howard

Part I
Like two does
their faces reflected
in car windows

Part II

We traced the lines
of our passion
past the sinews
of each shoulder

Later
on a sponge of grass
we unpacked our goodies
apple mango
olive
pomegranate

Past our wiper blades
past the sun’s rainbow
past the arc of glare
in our eyes

Your lipstick smudged
mine
There was a sigh —
a heaving — a connection

Your smile curled
about mine
anaconda-style
squeezing lust
away from nerves

Your body plugged
into mine
What current ran
through us?
Together
our torsion
about an axis
of Joy
Were we angels or jets
wafting forward on wings?
The sky gave no answer
Did we need one?
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“Shy Girl” Charcoal Drawing by Amanda Robinson
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M y C rayola P ast

L

by Jeff Butterfield

ooking through the faded box of my Crayola past, I sift
through memories, ignoring the stale and bland colors, the gray and
beige memories of my life. I pass over the faded tint of light grays and periwinkle blues, reaching instead for a lemon drop yellow. This vivid color
cuts through the haze of my past with its bold and colorful hue, replaying
the records of my life on my neon; tinted Wurlitzer jukebox of nostalgia.
Some memories still blaze brightly in my mind: I remember running
through sprinklers, grass blades tickling my feet under the deep sky of
youth, the cracked concrete driveway that became my map of the world.
The sun is so bright it has bleached out the colors of my past to
the point that I have to squint just right to even get close to seeing the dark
green grass, the chipped red fire hydrant, the bright yellow beach towels
my mom had laid out on the driveway.
Looking up, I can see a sky is so blue that it seems out of place,
which, like most memories, it actually is. Colored by nostalgia, this sky is
the “best” version of the sky I can think of, coloring the ceiling of hope
with joyful childhood whims. Cloudy skies and rainy days don’t fit my
version of an idyllic youth, especially when I spent summer days running
through the sprinklers with nothing on my mind but the immediate feelings of the heat of the sun, the cold water of the sprinklers and the tickling
grass blades scratching my feet.
Things were perfect then, time and age hadn’t turned me into the
jaded and cynical person that I am today. I saw, and still see if I look hard
enough, the bright and colorful world, not one that has been painted dull.
My version of the sky gets bluer and bluer, colored by the extra layers of
deep nostalgic blue on the canvas of my memories. I color the past and
change it forever, creating the perfect childhood that I once had, but by
doing this, I miss out on the rainy days and cloudy skies that I once lived
under.
My driveway was so bright that I would have to squint in order to
follow the cracks that I had turned into my own giant map. Nations and rivers were marked on my driveway. My river, one that I was sure closely resembled the Nile, slid down the driveway forming a delta before it drained
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into the unforgiving black asphalt sea of the road. Nations only I could
name occupied the four quadrants of the driveway. I had a map that was
drawn better by imagination than the hemispheres, nations and seas I saw
when I looked through the maps in the Atlas or encyclopedia. Nations,
states, rivers and borders of imaginary countries: I had named them and as
such I was familiar with them all. These nations and rivers belonged to me,
for I had named them like Adam had named the creatures in the garden.
This map of my childhood is still etched somewhere in the borders and
lines of my mind, a place where I created my own world.
When it was too hot to stay inside, my brothers and I would run
through the sprinklers in the front yard. Sometimes our neighbors would
stop by, running across the sprinklers, out to the heat of the driveway, back
to the grass and water, then finally leaving, covered with an extra layer of
grass blades on their wrinkled feet.
The cold of the water would eventually force me to the driveway
where my yellow beach towel would be waiting patiently to warm my shivering body. Sometimes the towel wouldn’t warm me up, so the best way
to stop my body from shivering was to lay directly under the sun bleached
concrete. The small wet spaces I left behind as I laid down, letting the heat
and dust of the driveway mix with my wet body, smelled like the aftermath
of a tiny, summer rainstorm. As I would turn from front to back, basking
in the warm concrete, I left small, wet impressions of my body behind me,
impressions that were quickly erased in hot, summer afternoons.
How long have these slowly vanishing shapes been melting away?
Sometimes the maps and rivers of imagination still whisper to me, reminding me of warm, dirty smells on wet concrete and hot summer days, of
fleeting seasons, shapes and memories slowly evaporating in the white heat
of age and sun.
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I cannot weep

by Ryan Larsen

struggling has availed but little in the deep
for, though heart still cries to the crest of King’s Holly,
all is in vain
She sails on, sails on.
though once my fingers brushed the hull
‘twas but a temporary hope it kindled within my dying heart
and my soul sang of joy
my being felt as a flame amongst the waters
alas, ‘twas all for naught
foolishness unmeasured guided my steps
all my desires were vanity
She sails on, sails on
let all the sea fall upon me! I say
let it wipe these hopes from me
but do not despair, is still my heart’s council
and my grief is robbed from me
as I head to shore, I say farewell to the ship of King’s Holly
while it sails to shores of another isle
and I wish it to return
but, though my wish is heartfelt,
still my sorrow is hidden from me
for reasons I do not know
I cannot weep
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“Orange Bellpepper” Acrylics by Traci Sue

“Spirit Masked” Arwork by Autum Siek
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“Little Big” Artwork by Catherine Davis

C herries in J uly

by Allison Fernley

Cherries ripen,
forsaking the sour of yellow and orange,
darker than blood.
Marauding birds arrive,
gorge themselves, leave torn flesh on pits,
or drop them merely pecked
on porches or sidewalks: a warning.
We must make haste,
not just to save them from the pirates,
but to assuage our guilt —
each dry gust of wind brings censorious thumps
against the roof, fruit bruised
past human purposes. It is the rebuke
we fear, grandmothers in stained aprons,
their bottles perfect sentinels by the sink.
Now chipped enamel pots emerge from dank basements
bequeathed without wills, greyed by years of use,
filled with pungent, musty smells.
Their tall sides are stained black,
sticky from ancient sugar
once measured from cloth sacks
that served as well to store the children’s marbles.
Now we lower jars to the boiling depths.
A waft of burnt sweetness signals preservation, salvation,
and the branches finally lighten in the yard.
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D esert W eddings
by Allison Fernley
Bride and groom as separate and stern
as saguaros, upright;
no edible fruit in sight.
In-laws align,
with ancestors thronging behind
all the way back to God.
The solemn pageant patiently urges
hand to hand,
lip to lip,
separate bloods to mingle.
Candles of consecration
illumine legal passions:
the constant thrum
of heterosexual victory
in a parched, harsh climate.
The ocotillo, desert dromedary,
drinks silently from arteries
hidden in the shallow sand.
After rain, it flowers blood orange,
high above the desert floor
to preside at other unions.
A lawless minister,
unwitnessed, transgressing,
joins same to same
in the night-blooming dark,
blessing an otherness
that keeps finding itself,
thriving in dry places,
without ceremony.
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“Love Bridge” Photography by Justin Duncan
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V isitors

by

John Kippen

I’d guess it was about
six when I heard a
knock at the door.
I opened it to find
two aliens standing there.

Bodies so green
they pulled the color
from the TV,
making it appear
black and white.

Before I could think,
I’d invited them in,
a matter of habit, I suppose.

As their bodies dried,
they looked more like biscuits
or gingerbread men.
They crumbled
on the couch
still clutching
onto their space guns,
or whatever they were.

Without a word
they sat their green asses
down on my couch
and gestured obscenely for beer.
Soon after, I heard a noise
like a belch —
a spiral jetted out
of one of their mouths.
It looked like fog, but thicker.
It swam into the air
then dissolved.

I hope they don’t stain the couch.
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“Trees” Artwork by Ronals Young
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“Water Towel” Photography by Renae Wood
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S uspend

by John Kippen

Events lie, unsettled in the tide.
They rise, tall slim figures,
taken by the movement of the sea.
My dark hand rises.
I call the fish
one by one
that they might slip
through my metal fingers.
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D eath by N ightfall
by

Kayla A. Cunningham

I am from blaring headphones;
which scream for me when I cannot.
I am from the strangely satisfying
touch of a blade to my skin.
I am from artificial temporary happiness
and suppressed tears,
chronically wounded.
I am from a divided family;
from Republicans and Democrats,
cowboys and surfers,
to dreamers and logic seekers.
I am from black and white memories
tucked away in a dusty corner of a book
which has become the story of my life.
I am from seductive guns and unmerciful politics;
from hospital beds and locked rooms.
I am from many houses, strange lands,
and brief friendships.
I am from countless journal entries;
sanity found in written words,
expressing feelings I never could force myself to say.
I am from Nike shoes, and basketball shorts,
pink pre-wrap and tape to cover my bleeding feet.
I am from shorts worn under dresses,
and Sunday night basketball games played with the neighborhood boys.
I am from handmade sweaters, board shorts, hemp bracelets,
oversized Quicksilver hoodies, and flip flops worn all year round.
I am from peace flags and hydrogen bombs.
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I am from maple eyes of a third-world revolution.
I am from sin-stained language
and restless perfection;
from tragic moons
and wet tears.
I am from Roman Catholic holidays, and the memories of September 11th
I am from Louis Armstrong, Jim Morrison, Mother Theresa, the Clinton’s;
from dead poets and Greek legends such as Achilles, Odysseus and Hector.
I am from the time and flood of Noah
and the smell of salty seas.
I was once well acquainted with the ocean,
my pulse one with the breaking of the waves.
Now I am riding a new wave far from the land I call my home;
in the distance dangling, just out of my reach,
I am slowly forced to watch the life I loved so dearly
disappear into the corners of a dusty chapter book.
I can see everything in the world I once longed for
gradually becoming a part of an unapproachable world,
as you, the reader turns the page
to the next chapter of my ill-fated story.
I am from double-mint hard candy
and Ben & Jerry’s chocolate chip cookie dough ice cream,
topped with a squirt of whipped cream.
I am from BBQs in the summer,
ham at Thanksgiving,
and mac and cheese on my birthday.
I am from the aroma of carved pumpkins,
seasonal candles and homemade bread,
the smell of which has always clung to my house.
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I am from stargazing under wool blankets,
from cloudless summer nights
spent under the stars
and starless nights
spent searching for love.
I am from moonrises, and monsoons;
from merciless forest fires,
cardboard cartons and chalk drawings on cement.
I am from letters, cards, ticket stubs, and pictures,
stashed under my bed
in a fifteen year old box
I still don’t have the heart to throw away.
I am from the smell of pipe and cigar
and the unforgettable sound
of an old typewriter in the back room
giving birth to me with each punch of its metallic symbols.
I am from the land of a thousand trees, s’mores during camping,
good waves to surf on and donuts from Winchell’s in the morning.
I am from empty French perfume bottles,
and New-Mexican nights spent at my grandpa’s
on a fold-out couch
with the family pot belly pig
snuggled between the sheets.
I am from the blood of a grapefruit
split in half and smothered in sugar—
from the redwood trees and ocean breeze
that splashes color onto the charcoaled canvas that is California.
I am from the beginning of time, awaiting only the end to come.
I am from Pandora’s box,
and the gleaming hills that swallow half eaten corpses.
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I am from suicide notes put into action:
from a childhood playmate who drowned herself,
a schizophrenic cousin who shot himself,
and a friend who was found hanging by the end of a rope.
I am from the caskets of the soulless bodies I could not save.
The end is near...
can you hear it?
I am from the voices in my head that haunt me,
telling me death is coming for me.
I am from a state of mind
that makes it harder to kill a phantom than a reality.
I am from Vanity Fairs,
and teenage manipulation.
I am from the snow angel
and snowman
and snowball.
From crunchy leaves and recycled bags.
I am from Never-land and Sherwood forest,
from under the sea, magic carpet rides, and whole new worlds.
I am from fallen angels,
King James Bible verses;
from empty streets and lonely dirt roads.
I am from the pyramids formed on the backs of slaves,
from wet forest floors and Spanish salsa dancers.
I am from a nation of civil rights movements, assassinations, and wars.
I am from wandering gypsies
and the blood stained fingers of Cain.
I am from Navaho nights
and dancing naked under the full moon.
I am from empty words spoken
and actions never taken;
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I am from wasted years
spent memorizing grammar rules that mean nothing.
In the end
words are only words,
just like a home is only a physical place…
We are all products of where we come from.
I am from the past —
I am from the future —
I am from pain,
and people who pretend to listen.
I am from the bonfire
built of washed away driftwood.
I am from a never ending circle of life,
one we are all bound by.
I am from a life I never wanted or asked for.
I am from silent sirens
that will never roar out into the deafness of the night
because deep down you know
there is nothing you can do to save me.
So here it is,
an end to all the writing and madness:
you’re going to flip the page as if nothing I said mattered;
because to you,
I don’t exist.
You don’t know me
or where I am from;
you never will.
All you know is what I have told you,
but even then the words I write to you today
will soon fade along with my existence.
Twenty-two more sentences and then the inevitable is going to happen….
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I am from a place where one life passes and somewhere else another one begins —
a place that will continue to evolve with or without me.
I am from the credentials of happiness
and two-hundred year-old declarations.
I am from Cancer, emphysema,
teenage pregnancies, suicides and heart attacks.
I am from words never said;
translated into choked up eulogies
and desperate tears of final good-byes.
Only twelve more sentences and then the inevitable is going to happen….
are you ready?
I am from black halls and white padded walls’
from strait jackets and silicone lips.
I am from poppin’ pills, bleached hair, overdoses,
and identity crises;
I am from the fingers wrapped around your neck.
I am from freedom,
And the silver blade now dripping crimson…
I am from the evening ambulance.
I am from…
I am..
I.
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“Nike Ad” Drawing by Amanda Robinson
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“Nez Perce Man” Drawing by Amanda Robinson
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O jos de M i A buelita
by Justine Kinder
Brown like anyone else’s
wrinkled with life and time
only a fraction is known
so much she has seen
she’s silent as he checks her
no questions for the doctor
too embarrassed by her accent
another immigrant’s daughter
so much she has seen
the lighted tool does not detect
the death of her first born
and another
her husband in the mine
five children now
just another immigrant’s daughter
houses keep burning
nine children now
mines explode
her crucifix saves him
but not her little girl
burned on the bridge
blinded by her duty
twelve children now
blinded by religion
she doesn’t see the abuse
so much she has seen
another immigrant’s daughter
the light does not detect
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“Lost Miners” Artwork by Ronald Young

U nseen Y et R eal
by

Rachel Grenson

Faith is something unseen.
It is an illusion, it may seem.
Yet it is real;
It is something you feel.
Faith is believing and has wings;
It soars into the clouds
And doesn’t make a sound.
Love is something unseen.
It is an illusion, it may seem.
Yet it is real;
It is something you feel.
Love is helping a brother and cheering another;
It is a blooming flower
After a spring shower.
Peace is something unseen.
It is an illusion, it may seem.
Yet it is real;
It is something you feel.
Peace is true happiness during the Test;
It is a sunrise
Increasing in size.
Though they are unseen,
They are, nevertheless, real.
They may seem but small things,
But they can help you heal.
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‘Perspective” Artwork by Lihn Truong
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T o O thello - T he H andkerchief
by Bethany Bibb
These berries here on field of snow
Were wrought by magic arts;
The blood-red gems do proudly show
Staunch love of maidens’ hearts.

To none but one her heart did yield;
Your wife but spoke the truth.
Look now upon this pure white field
And doubt you not the proof.

Then lay this cloth upon the bed,
And jealous eyes look well:
The white and red upon this spread
“Fidelity” do spell.

Alas the day that ever dawn’d
To see a sight as this.
Cruel jealousy of love was spawn’d
And death of lovers’ bliss.

If ever wedded wife were true,
Then surely so was she.
The single fault abides with you –
O fool who cannot see.

Can love so slight a binding weave
That names are thus maligned,
When hearts can evil men deceive,
And simple eyes they blind?

This symbol-gift of faith and trust
Did not betray its part.
No other man did tempt by lust
Your image from her heart.

In guilty hands this cloth foursquare,
The silken tool of fate,
Two hearts so early did ensnare
And stifled love through hate.
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“Horse Silhouette” Photography by Renae Wood
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A F ool ?
by Ryan Larsen
“Oh my,” the doctor said, with nary a smile,
as his hands near my nose did twitch.
“Surely, you’ve not had this for quite a while
or I’d be able to tell which is which.”
“No,” said I to the physician old,
“it is something that just came around.
Is it that ancient disease of which I’ve been told,
that near every man has found?”
“Why, I believe it is so,” the doctor replied,
as he looked in my eyes, throat and nose.
“But ne’er before,” the old crony sighed,
“have I seen it as bad as yours.”
“Ah, me,” I said, “then what should I do?
A Fool, I’ve been quite diagnosed.
It happened so quick, and before I knew
that it happened, well, Poof! I was toast.”
“Do you by chance,” the doctor remarked,
“remember the instant it came?
When first the illness entered your heart?
I’d know if it’s all the same.”
“Why certainly, doc,” I nodded and laughed.
“I remember it quite well and true.
She smiled at me and that was that,
and you would have caught it, too.”
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“Ah, well, my poor boy, there’s not much I can do,”
he admitted with a smile and a wink.
“Just hope that she’ll catch it as much as did you,
and you’ll both be okay, I think.”
“Well, doctor you’re right, I freely confess,”
as, standing I rose from his stool.
“I think the disorder I most like the best
is to be the next Lover’s Fool.”

“Sphereize” Artwwork by Traci Sue
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“Caramel Cake” Photography by Brian Earl
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“A Rainy Day in Cork” Photography by Justin Duncan
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“Pirate Mistress” Artwork by Autum Sienk

Editors’

Thank You
Thank you to everyone who has contributed to make this
edition of the Folio possible: our advisor Lynn Kilpatrick for her
guidance and quirky quips.
Thanks to our staff: sisters Nonnie Suso and Traci Sue, Jeff
Butterfield, Ryan Larsen, Caitlin Hoffman, and Anthony Clayton
for their tireless work, submissions, and wonderful attitudes.
We would also like to give thanks to our helpful neighbor Clint
Gardner for his technical support and great fashion sense.
Thanks to Jonathan Stowers for his linguistic competency and
all of the other contributors who were so willing to share their art
with us.
We would especially like to thank the English Department,
Globe Student Media, and Salt Lake Community College. Without
their help and support, this issue of the Folio would not have been
possible. We publish this edition with the hope that everyone who
picks it up will find something inspiring and enduring within it.

Justin Walker

&

Virag White
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STAFF

join

C ollege C redit
Students are able to gain credit in an English Special
Studies course (ENGL 1900 - Student Publications)
while working Salt Lake Community College’s literary
magazine, Folio.

G ain E xperience
Folio is looking for staff members to assist with the creation of Folio for Spring 2009. This is a great experience
in creating a publication idea to finished product.

B uild P ortfolio
Being a Folio Staff Member is a great addition to your
portfolio and resume!
Interested students should email Lynn Kilpatrick at:

Lynn.Kilpatrick@slcc.edu
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entries

for

SPRING ‘09

W riters
Poetry, Essays, Drama, Short Stories, Academic Works.
Submit 3,000 words maximum in MS Word formats.

A rtists
3D Art, Photography, Illustrations, Paintings, Computer
Graphics. Submit Artwork in 300 dpi CMYK
tiff, pdf or jpg format.

S ubmit E ntries B y E mail T o :
folio@slcc.edu
Submission Deadline: February 23 2009
Please Remember to Include Your:
Full name, phone number, e-mail address and title
of work. Entries will NOT be accepted without
this information.
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